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Current Radar, Satellite, and Lightning

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather
A narrow high pressure cell is currently promoting fairly light winds and seas over the central Gulf. Conditions are still improving 
across eastern blocks. Meanwhile, onshore winds off the lower Texas coast should slowly trend upward as the high shifts farther 
east late today through tonight. Winds may turn fresh to strong with seas rising to moderate levels across much of the western Gulf 
tonight through tomorrow morning. By tomorrow evening, winds will turn lighter off the Texas coast while the axis of fresh winds
shifts into the central Gulf. A weak front is likely to stall near, or just north of the Texas coast Thursday night into Friday morning. 
Offshore showers, if any, should remain fairly light and isolated. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards
Scattered showers and thunderstorms may form across the far northwest Gulf Friday afternoon through Saturday morning as the 
aforementioned stalled front begins to lift northward as a warm front. Meanwhile, south-southeast winds will return to fresh to 
strong levels with seas in deepwater areas turning moderate to rough. The low responsible for generating enhanced southerlies is
likely to be equally responsible for pushing a fairly strong cold front through the Gulf late Saturday night through Sunday. A line of 
potentially strong storms, a significant northerly wind shift, and rough conditions are still anticipated in the wake of this front. 
Offshore conditions should gradually improve Monday into Tuesday. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas
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